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n what may be the next stage of social commerce, both Instagram

and Snapchat are trying to make shopping in Stories a thing.

Earlier this week, Instagram announced that brands like adidas, Aritzia

and Louis Vuitton will sell products via Stories. Users can click a

shopping bag icon to see more product information, price and be taken

to the brand's site if they want to buy what they see. 

Meanwhile, Digiday reported that SeatGeek has begun selling live event

tickets through Snapchat Stories, starting with Major League Soccer's

Los Angeles Football Club.

These are just two of the latest attempts to re-invent social commerce.

Even though platforms like Facebook haven't exactly proven their worth

as a lower-funnel sales tactic, marketers haven't given up on trying to

sell goods and services to social media users. 

Instagram vowed that Stories would be a “place of action,” not just a

source of inspiration. Most studies show that social media is more

used for discovery than transacting, though. According to Facebook's

https://digiday.com/marketing/snap-expands-commerce-brands-within-snapchat-stories/
https://retail.emarketer.com/article/state-of-social-commerce/5a396a6aebd40008a852a251
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own research, 33% of Instagram users worldwide said they become

more interested in a brand or product after seeing it on an Instagram

Story. It's anyone's guess where Instagram's users might buy the

product they see (though it's likely a brand's website or even Amazon).

What's more, according to "The eMarketer Ecommerce Insights

Report," conducted by Bizrate Insights in May 2018, 17.0% of US

internet users surveyed bought a product they discovered on social

media, with 29.2% of those ages 18 to 29 doing so.

Looking at individual social media platforms, around one in four US

internet users had bought a product they discovered on Instagram or

Snapchat, according to a December 2017 Cowen and Company survey.

Millennials had higher incidences of being inspired by Instagram to

make a purchase, though buying spurred by Snapchat was more evenly

distributed by age.

These latest monetizing strategies focus on Stories, a feature Snapchat

was built on and Instagram appropriated nearly two years ago—

apparently to great success. At last month's F8 conference, Mark

Zuckerberg said Facebook had "gone all in on Stories" across all of its

properties. And Facebook chief product officer Chris Cox revealed that

"the Stories format is on a path to surpass feeds as the primary way

people share stuff with their friends sometime next year."

A December 2017 RBC Capital Markets survey found that 24% of US

Instagram users view Stories daily, up from 19% in June 2017. And

28% of Snapchat users said Stories was the platform's most important

https://content-na2.emarketer.com/instagram-is-giving-the-buy-button-a-makeover
http://www.bizrate.com/
https://retail-article-cms.emarketer.com/app/build/www.cowen.com
https://www.rbccm.com/
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feature. But far more Snapchat users valued chat and photo messaging

(68%).


